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Abstract
In this paper, we introduce a model of quantum concurrent pro-
gram, which can be used to model the behaviour of reactive quantum
systems and to design quantum compilers. We investigate quantum
temporal logic, QTL, for the specification of quantum concurrent sys-
tems by suggesting the time-dependence of events. QTL employs the
projections on subspaces as atomic propositions, which was established
in the Birkhoff and von Neumann’s classic treatise on quantum logic.
For deterministic quantum program with exit, we prove a quantum
Bo¨hm-Jacopini theorem which states that any such program is equiv-
alent to a Q-While program. The decidability of basic QTL formulae
for general quantum concurrent program is studied.
1 Introduction
The birth of science and logic are inextricably woven. The evolution of
computer science and technology would have been impossible without its
logical foundation. Conversely, the new model of computation has provided
great opportunities for the development of logic. This “entanglement” be-
tween logic and computer science has lasted throughout the last century
till now, even before the emergence of ENIAC–the first electronic general-
purpose computer. Logic is ubiquitous in modern computer science. One
typical example is temporal logic, the logical formulism for reasoning about
time and the timing of events which was introduced to computer science
by Pnueli in his seminal work [51]. Temporal logic has become a widely
accepted language for stating and specifying properties of concurrent pro-
grams and general reactive systems [52]. It is interpreted over models that
abstract away from the actual time at which events occur, retaining only
temporal ordering information about the states of a system. The necessity of
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introducing temporal logic is from the following observations. The correct-
ness of concurrent programs and general reactive systems usually involves
reasoning about the corresponding events at different moments in an exe-
cution of the system [47]. The expected property of reactive systems, e.g.,
the liveness properties–something good must eventually happen, as well as
fairness properties–a fundamental concept of unbounded nondeterminism of
concurrent systems [23], can not be stated as a formula of static logic.
Due to the increasing maturity in the research on quantum program ver-
ification, and the potential interest and understanding of the behavior of
concurrency in quantum systems, great effort has been expended in the de-
sign of quantum programming language [37, 56, 10, 55, 58, 3, 29, 1, 65, 49, 50,
46, 28, 54, 27, 17, 33, 20, 32], as surveyed in [24, 57]. Simultaneously, various
quantum logics and techniques have been developed for the verification of
quantum programs [2, 5, 6, 13, 16, 18, 19, 21, 25, 34, 4, 53, 60, 67, 75, 72, 73].
Notably, Ying [66] established quantum Hoare logic for both partial correct-
ness and total correctness with (relative) completeness for the notion of
quantum weakest precondition proposed by D’Hondt and Panangaden [18].
Of all the properties, the termination of quantum programs has received a
fair amount of attention [1, 69, 74, 41, 77, 40]. Quantum process algebra was
introduced to model the quantum communication between quantum proces-
sors, and thus forms a model of concurrent quantum systems [33, 71, 20].
Temporal logics for quantum states were introduced and then the model-
checking problem for this logic was studied in [43, 8, 7, 42].
Concurrency is a necessary concept to explore the computational power
of distributed quantum computing systems. Most of the aforementioned re-
search on the correctness of quantum programs considered programs with
exits only. Those are programs with a distinct beginning and end with com-
putational instruction in between, whose correctness statement describes
the relation between the input and successful completion of the program.
These approaches completely ignore an important class of quantum operat-
ing systems or real-time type quantum programs, for instance, the quantum
internet [44], for which halting is an abnormal situation.
Understanding the combined behaviour of quantum features and con-
currency is nontrivial. Quantum mechanics naturally generate probabilistic
branching due to quantum measurement as does quantum programs. On the
other hand, non-determinism plays a central role in concurrent programs.
A comprehensive definition of a quantum concurrent program which would
intergrade quantum probability and non-determinism is still missing. Previ-
ous work including [77] should be regarded as concurrent quantum programs
but not quantum concurrent programs because that concurrency does not
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depend on quantum data but purely classical.
To define the propositional variables of quantum temporal logic, we re-
visit the (algebraic counter-part of) quantum logic of quantum mechanics
which originated in the milestone paper [11] by Garrett Birkhoff and John
von Neumann, who were attempting to reconcile the apparent inconsistency
of classical logic with the facts concerning the measurement of complemen-
tary variables in quantum mechanics, at which time quantum logic was
defined as the set of principles for manipulating the projections on a Hilbert
space which was viewed as quantum propositions about physical observ-
ables in John von Neumann’s classic treatise [64]. Projective operators in
a Hilbert space correspond one-to-one with the closed subspaces, and the
Lo¨wner order restricted on projection operators coincides with the inclusion
between the corresponding subspaces. The structure of the set of closed
subspaces of a Hilbert has been thoroughly investigated in the development
of quantum logic for over 80 years. The idea of using quantum projections
as a quantum predicate was discussed in [68], where the algebraic structure
of the set of closed subspaces and orthomodular lattices theory is reviewed
[14, 35]. Recently, this idea was also used to develop quantum relational
Hoare logic (qRHL) in [63, 62, 9]. It was employed in providing an applied
quantum Hoare Logic in [78].
Contributions of the Paper: In this paper, we derive a quantum
Temporal logic (QTL) as a verification tool of quantum concurrent programs.
More precisely, our contribution is as follows:
• We provide a model of quantum concurrent programs which combines
quantum probability and non-determinism. In this model, the quan-
tum concurrent program consists of a shared quantum register, a class
of quantum programs which can access the quantum register and a
scheduler (classical) register which records the program that needs to
be performed in the next round. Each program is given as finite lines
(locations) of commands with an initial location. Each command con-
sists of a quantum super-operator and a measurement in which the
classical index outcome of measurements is used to choose a location
of this program and modify the scheduler register, which can be non-
deterministically.
• We investigate quantum temporal logic, QTL, which generalizes Pnueli’s
classical temporal logic [51]. Birkhoff and von Neumann used projec-
tion as quantum atomic propositions where a state satisfies a proposi-
tion if the state falls into the subspace corresponding to the projection
in [11]. In light of this method, we define the basic temporal operators,
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O (next), U (until), U˜ (almost surely until) true, ♦ (eventually), ♦˜
(almost surely eventually) and  (always). Note that we do not allow
negation although ∧ (conjunction), ∨ (disjunction) are introduced as
usual.
• We study the QTL for deterministic quantum concurrent programs
with exits as an example of the general model. We provide a quan-
tum compiler for Q-While, a widely studied quantum extension of the
while-language [66]. We prove a quantum Bo¨hm-Jacopini theorem
[12] which states that any deterministic quantum concurrent program
is equivalent to a Q-While program. Based on this theorem, for deter-
ministic quantum concurrent program,
– (a) we present a logic with completeness for reasoning and thus
fill an important gap in the verification of quantum programs;
– (b) we provide polynomial time algorithms which compute the
reachability super-operator and average running time;
– (c) we demonstrate a quantum analogue of the Kleene closure
which compute the entanglement-assisted reachable space.
• We study the decidability of basic QTL formulae. For deterministic
quantum program, we show that U˜ is decidable while the decidabil-
ities of ♦, ♦˜,U and U˜ are equivalent to the decidability of the famous
Skolem problem. For general quantum concurrent programs, we prove
that , ♦, ♦ and U are all decidable which solves the open ques-
tion of [39].
We list the reasons for employing projection as quantum atomic propositions
in the following.
• It enables us to define logical operators ∧ (conjunction), ∨ (disjunc-
tion).
• Each projection P corresponds to a projective measurement {P, I−P}
which is physically implementable. The state satisfies P if and only if
the measurement outcomes P when applying {P, I − P} on the state.
Moreover, the state, if satisfies P , will not collapse after applying the
measurement. Therefore, our logic fits very well in the testing and
debugging of quantum concurrent programs.
• For deterministic quantum program with exit, the set of input states
such that the program terminates in finite steps, and the set of input
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states such that the program terminates with probability 1, can be
characterized by closed subspaces, respectively, or equivalently projec-
tions, as observed in [78].
1.1 Related Work and Comparison
[70] defined a flowchart low-level quantum programming languages and pro-
vided a technique of translating quantum flowchart programs into Q-While.
[76] introduced a quantum Markov decision process is as a semantic
model of non-deterministic and quantum concurrent programs in which each
program is given as a quantum operation and a finite set of measurements
is given. At each step, a quantum program is applied or a measurement is
performed.
Compared with [70] and [76], the classical control of the model here has
a richer structure. Each program consists of a class of commands, marked
in corresponding program locations, where each command is a tuple of a
quantum operation together with a quantum measurement. The classical
control information is recorded in the scheduler register together with the
locations of each program. At each step, according to the value of the
schedule register, the command corresponding to the current location of the
corresponding program is applied. Our quantum Bo¨hm-Jacopini theorem is
stronger than the one of [70] in the sense that we only need a single syntax
of Q-While to characterize the original deterministic program.
Organisation of the Paper: We provide preliminaries about quantum
information in Section 2. In Section 3, we introduce the model of quantum
concurrent programs. In Section 4, we give the formal definition of quantum
temporal logic (syntax, semantics). In Section 5, we study the deterministic
quantum concurrent programs with exits as an example. In Section 6, we
studied the decidability of quantum temporal logic.
2 Quantum Information: Preliminaries and Nota-
tions
This section presents the background and notations on quantum information
and quantum computation mainly according to the textbook by [45].
2.1 Preliminaries
A Hilbert space H is a linear vector space which can be finite dimensional
or separable. A separable Hilbert space has a countable orthonormal basis.
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For any finite integer n, an n-dimensional Hilbert space H is the space Cn of
complex vectors. We use Dirac’s notation, |ψ〉, to denote a complex vector
in Cn. The inner product of two vectors |ψ〉 and |φ〉 is denoted by 〈ψ|φ〉,
which is the product of the Hermitian conjugate of |ψ〉, denoted by 〈ψ|, and
vector |φ〉. The norm of a vector |ψ〉 is denoted by ‖|ψ〉‖ =√〈ψ|ψ〉.
Linear operators are linear mappings between Hilbert spaces. Operators
between n-dimensional Hilbert spaces are represented by n × n matrices.
For example, the identity operator IH is the identity matrix on H. The Her-
mitian conjugate of operator A is denoted by A†. Operator A is Hermitian
if A = A†. The trace of an operator A is the sum of the entries on the main
diagonal, i.e., Tr(A) =
∑
iAii. We write 〈ψ|A|ψ〉 to mean the inner prod-
uct between |ψ〉 and A|ψ〉. A Hermitian operator A is positive semidefinite
(resp., positive definite) if for all vectors |ψ〉 ∈ H, 〈ψ|A|ψ〉 ≥ 0 (resp., > 0).
This gives rise to the Lo¨wner order ⊑ among operators:
A ⊑ B if B−A is positive semidefinite, A ⊏ B if B−A is positive definite.
(1)
A positive semidefinite operator P is called a projection if
P = P † = P 2. (2)
There is a one-to-one correspondence between projection and closed linear
subspace. the Lo¨wner order ⊑ among projections is equivalent to the subset
relation among closed linear subspaces.
2.2 Quantum States
The state space of a quantum system is a Hilbert space. The state space of
a qubit, or quantum bit, is a 2-dimensional Hilbert space. One important
orthonormal basis of a qubit system is the computational basis with |0〉 =
(1, 0)† and |1〉 = (0, 1)†, which encode the classical bits 0 and 1 respectively.
Another important basis, called the ± basis, consists of |+〉 = 1√
2
(|0〉+ |1〉)
and |−〉 = 1√
2
(|0〉 − |1〉). The state space of multiple qubits is the tensor
product of single qubit state spaces. For example, classical 00 can be encoded
by |0〉⊗|0〉 (written |0〉|0〉 or even |00〉 for short) in the Hilbert space C2⊗C2.
The Hilbert space for an m-qubit system is (C2)⊗m ∼= C2m .
A pure quantum state is represented by a unit vector, i.e., a vector |ψ〉
with ‖|ψ〉‖ = 1. A mixed state can be represented by a classical distribution
over an ensemble of pure states {(pi, |ψi〉)}i, i.e., the system is in state |ψi〉
with probability pi. One can also use density operators to represent both
pure and mixed quantum states. A density operator ρ for a mixed state
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representing the ensemble {(pi, |ψi〉)}i is a positive semidefinite operator
ρ =
∑
i pi|ψi〉〈ψi|, where |ψi〉〈ψi| is the outer-product of |ψi〉; in particular,
a pure state |ψ〉 can be identified with the density operator ρ = |ψ〉〈ψ|.
Note that Tr(ρ) = 1 holds for all density operators. A positive semidefinite
operator ρ on H is said to be a partial density operator if Tr(ρ) ≤ 1. The
set of partial density operators is denoted by D(H).
2.3 Quantum Operations
Operations on closed quantum systems can be characterized by unitary oper-
ators. An operator U is unitary if its Hermitian conjugate is its own inverse,
i.e., U †U = UU † = IH. For a pure state |ψ〉, a unitary operator describes
an evolution from |ψ〉 to U |ψ〉. For a density operator ρ, the corresponding
evolution is ρ 7→ UρU †. The Hadamard operator H transforms between the
computational and the ± basis. For example, H|0〉 = |+〉 and H|1〉 = |−〉.
More generally, the evolution of a quantum system can be character-
ized by an super-operator E , which is a completely-positive and trace-non-
increasing linear map from D(H) to D(H′) for Hilbert spaces H,H′. For
every super-operator E : D(H)→ D(H′), there exists a set of Kraus opera-
tors {Ek}k such that E(ρ) =
∑
k EkρE
†
k for any input ρ ∈ D(H). Note that
the set of Kraus operators is finite if the Hilbert space is finite-dimensional.
The Kraus form of E is written as E(·) =∑k Ek ·E†k. A unitary evolution can
be represented by the super-operator E(·) = U · U †. An identity operation
refers to the super-operator IH(·) = IH · IH. A super-operator E is trace-
non-increasing if for any initial state ρ ∈ D(H), the final state E(ρ) ∈ D(H′)
after applying E satisfies Tr(E(ρ)) ≤ Tr(ρ). A super-operator E is called
trace preserving if Tr(E(ρ)) = Tr(ρ) holds for any initial state ρ ∈ D(H).
The Schro¨dinger-Heisenberg dual of a super-operator E = ∑k Ek ◦ E†k, de-
noted by E∗, is defined as follows: for every state ρ ∈ D(H) and any operator
A, Tr(AE(ρ)) = Tr(E∗(A)ρ). The Kraus form of E∗ is ∑k E†k ·Ek.
2.4 Quantum Measurements
The way to extract information about a quantum system is called a quantum
measurement. A quantum measurement on a system over Hilbert space H
can be described by a set of linear operators {Mm}m with
∑
mM
†
mMm = IH.
If we perform a measurement {Mm} on a state ρ, the outcome m is observed
with probability pm = Tr(MmρM
†
m) for each m. A major difference between
classical and quantum computation is that a quantum measurement changes
the state. In particular, after a measurement yielding outcome m, the state
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collapses to MmρM
†
m/pm. For example, a measurement in the computa-
tional basis is described by M = {M0 = |0〉〈0|,M1 = |1〉〈1|}. If we perform
the computational basis measurement M on state ρ = |+〉〈+|, then with
probability 1
2
the outcome is 0 and ρ becomes |0〉〈0|. With probability 1
2
the outcome is 1 and ρ becomes |1〉〈1|. Quantum measurements are essen-
tially probabilistic; but we adopt a convention from [58] to present them.
We can combine probability pm and density operator ρm into a partial den-
sity operator MmρM
†
m = pmρm. This convention significantly simplifies the
presentation.
A projective measurement on a system with state space H is described
by a collection {Pm} of projections over H satisfying
∑
m Pm = IH, where
index m stands for the measurement outcomes that may occur. If the state
of a quantum system was ρ immediately before the measurement is per-
formed on it, then the probability that outcome m occurs is pm = Tr(Pmρ),
and the state of the system after the measurement is ρm = PmρP
†
m/pm. Ac-
tually, a general measurement can always be implemented by a projective
measurement together with a unitary transformation if an ancillary system
is allowed. In the circuit model of quantum computation, measurements are
usually assumed to be in the computational basis, which is a special kind of
projective measurement.
For a mixed state (density operator) ρ, its support supp(ρ) is defined
as the (topological) closure of the subspace spanned by the eigenvectors
of ρ with nonzero eigenvalues. It is easy to see that supp(ρ) = {|ϕ〉 ∈
H : 〈ϕ|ρ|ϕ〉 = 0}⊥, where ⊥ stands for ortho-complement. The definition
of support can be naturally generalized to semi-definite positive operators.
An important fact of projective measurements is that, given a state ρ and
projection P such that supp(ρ) ⊆ P , if we apply the (yes/no) projective
measurement {P, I − P} on ρ, the state is not changed.
2.5 Jordan Canonical Forms
Let M ∈ Qd×d be a square matrix with rational entries. The minimal
polynomial ofM is the unique monic polynomialm(x) ∈ Q[x] of least degree
such that m(A) = 0. By the Cayley-Hamilton Theorem, the degree of m(x)
is at most d.
We can write any matrix M ∈ Cd×d as M = P−1JP for some invertible
matrix P and block diagonal Jordan matrix J = diag(J1, ..., JN ), with each
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block Ji with size l × l having the following form
Ji =


λi 1 0 . . . 0
0 λi 1 . . . 0
...
...
...
. . .
...
0 0 0 . . . λi

⇒ Jmi =


λmi mλ
m−1
i
(
m
2
)
λm−2i . . .
(
m
l−1
)
λm−l+1i
0 λmi mλ
m−1
i . . . 0
...
...
...
. . .
...
0 0 0 . . . λmi


(3)
where the binomial coefficient
(
m
j
)
is defined to be 0 for m < j.
Moreover, given a rational matrix M ∈ Qd×d, its Jordan Normal Form
M = P−1JP can be computed in polynomial time, as shown in [15]. Here,
the input size of the problem is the total lengths of the binary representation
of all the input entries, and the complexity is measured in terms of binary
operations. We associate each algebraic number with its minimal polynomial
(thus, irreducible) and a sufficiently good rational approximation, which
uniquely identifies the particular root of the polynomial.
2.6 Matrix Representation of Super-Operators
The matrix representation of a super-operator is usually easier to manipulate
than the super-operator itself.
Definition 2.1. Suppose super-operator E on a finite-dimensional Hilbert
space H has the operator-sum representation E(ρ) =∑iEiρE†i for all partial
density operators ρ, and dimH = d. Then the matrix representation of E is
the following d2 × d2 matrix:
M =
∑
i
Ei ⊗ E∗i ,
where A∗ stands for the conjugate of matrix A, i.e. A∗ = (a∗ij) with a
∗
ij being
the conjugate of complex number aij, whenever A = (aij).
The following lemma illustrates the usefulness of the matrix representa-
tion of super-operator [74].
Lemma 2.1. We write |Φ〉 = ∑j |jj〉 for the (unnormalized) maximally
entangled state in H⊗H, where {|j〉} is an orthonormal basis of H. Let M
be the matrix representation of super-operator E. Then for any d× d matrix
A, we have:
(E(A)⊗ I)|Φ〉 =M(A⊗ I)|Φ〉.
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Let the matrix representations of super-operators E be M with Jordan
decompositionM = SJ(M)S−1, where S is a nonsingular matrix, and J(M)
is the Jordan normal form of M :
J(M) = diag(Jk1(λ1), Jk2(λ2), · · ·, Jkl(λl))
with Jks(λs) being a ks × ks-Jordan block of eigenvalue λs (1 ≤ s ≤ l).
The next lemma describes the structure of the matrix representation M of
super-operator F .
Lemma 2.2. 1. |λs| ≤ 1 for all 1 ≤ s ≤ l.
2. If |λs| = 1 then the dimension of the sth Jordan block ks = 1.
2.7 Convergence of the decreasing chain of finite union of
subspaces
We use the following result proved in [41].
Lemma 2.3. Suppose Xk is a union of a finite number of subspaces of H
for all k ≥ 1. If Xk is a decreasing chain, i.e., X1 ⊇ X2 ⊇ · · · ⊇ Xk ⊇, then
there exists n ≥ 1 such that Xk = Xn for all k ≥ n.
2.8 Kronecker’s Theorem
The classical Kronecker approximation theorem is formulated as follows.
Theorem 2.1. Given real n-tuples α = (α1, · · · , αn) ∈ Rn and β = (β1, · · · , βn) ∈
Rn, the condition: ∀ǫ > 0, ∃p, qj ∈ N such that
|pαi − qj − βi| < ǫ,∀1 ≤ j ≤ n
holds if and only if for any r1, · · · , rn ∈ Z with
∑n
j=1 rjαj ∈ Z,
∑n
j=1 rjβj
is also an integer.
In simpler language, the first condition states that the tuple β = (β1, · · · , βn) ∈
Rn can be approximated arbitrarily well by integer scaling of α and inte-
ger vectors. In other words, the decimal part of nα is dense in the set
{(β1, · · · , βn)|
∑n
j=1 rjβj ∈ Z, ∀rj ∈ Z s.t.
∑n
j=1 rjαj ∈ Z}.
To characterize the limit points of nα, we also need the following result
from [26] which characterized all (r1, · · · , rn) ∈ Nn such that
∑n
j=1 rjαj ∈ Z,
or equivalently Πnj=1 exp(i2πrjαj) = 1.
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Theorem 2.2. Given algebraic numbers, λ1, · · · , λn, one can in polynomial
time calculate the following set
La := {(k1, · · · , kn)|Πnj=1λkjj = 1} ⊂ Zn.
Remark: La is a lattice, i.e., av1 + bv2 ∈ La for all v1, v2 ∈ La and
a, b ∈ Z. The algorithm outputs a basis of the lattice La.
2.9 Skolem-Mahler-Lech Theorem and Skolem Problem
The Skolem-Mahler-Lech theorem is useful in our analysis. We use the
version in [31].
Theorem 2.3. If the zero set of a linear recurrence series an = Tr(|u〉〈v|An)
with |u〉, |v〉 and A being d dimensional integer vectors and invertible matrix
is infinite, it is eventually periodic, i.e. it agrees with a periodic set for
sufficiently large n. In fact, a slightly stronger statement is true: the zero
set is the union of a finite set and a finite number of residue classes {n ∈
N : n = k mod r}. For any prime number p ∤ 2 det(A), r can be bounded by
r ≤ pd2 .
It is not known whether the following Skolem Problem is decidable for
d ≥ 5.
Problem 2.1. Given a linear recurrence set an = Tr(|u〉〈v|An) with |u〉, |v〉
and A being d dimensional integer vectors and invertible matrix, determine
whether the zero set of an is empty.
3 Systems and Programs
Before providing the general model of quantum sequential and quantum
concurrent programs, we recall the framework of classical systems provided
in [36].
Definition 3.1. A dynamic discrete system consists of
< S,R, s0 >
where:
• S is the set of states the system may assume (possibly infinite).
• R is the transition relation holding between a state and its possible
successors, R ⊂ S × S.
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• s0 is the initial state s0 ∈ S.
An execution of the system is a sequence:
S = s0s1 · · · si · · ·
where for each i ≥ 0, R(si, si+1) holds. The system is deterministic if for
any s ∈ S, there is only one t ∈ S such that R(s, t) holds. Otherwise, it is
non-deterministic.
Similarly, we can form our quantum system as follows: A dynamic dis-
crete time quantum system consists of
< H, R, ρ0 >
where:
• H is the Hilbert space that the system may assume (finite dimensional
or separable).
• R is the transition relation holding between a state and its possible
successors, R ⊂ D(H)×D(H).
• ρ0 is the initial state with ρ0 ∈ D(H).
An execution of the system is a sequence:
S = ρ0ρ1 · · · ρi · · ·
where for each i ≥ 0, R(ρi, ρi+1) holds. Many different execution sequences
are possible as R is nondeterministic in general.
As quantum mechanics is linear, the most natural choice of R is a super-
operator introduced in Section 2. However, this would not result in non-
determinism. Non-determinism always corresponds to a finite discrete set.
Like the classical framework, we would like the non-determinism to depend
on the state. This motivates us to introduced measurement at each step of
transition because quantum measurement is the only way to extract classical
information from quantum systems.
This concept of discrete quantum system discussed below is very general.
Being chiefly motivated by problems in the quantum programming area, all
the examples and following discussions will be addressed to the verification
of programs. Further structuring of state notion is needed to particularize
quantum system into quantum programs.
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3.1 Sequential Quantum Programs
The sequential quantum programs is given in the following structure.
Definition 3.2. A sequential quantum program is a six tuple
π = (H, L,Act,Q, ρ0, l),
where
• H is a Hilbert space, called the state space. H contains the data com-
ponent and ranges over an infinite domain, the quantum state of H.
It can be freely structured into individual variables and data structures
for fitting actual applications.
• L is the control component and assumes a finite number of values,
taken to be labels or locations in the program. Without loss of gen-
erality, we let L = {l0, l1, · · · , ln} be the set of locations, |L| can be
regarded as the program length.
• Act is a mapping which associates each location li ∈ L with a cor-
responding trace preserving super-operator Eli : D(H) 7→ D(H) and
a quantum measurement Mli = {Mli,0, · · · ,Mli,N} satisfying Mli,j :
H 7→ H. They are used to describe the evolution of the system caused
by action. Note that we can assume a uniform N as the number of
outcomes for the measurements at all locations because we assume L
is finite.
• Q : {0, 1, · · · , N}×L 7→ 2{l0,l1,··· ,ln} \∅ denotes the next location choice
mapping.
• ρ0 is the initial state of the system, which lies in H.
• l0 ∈ L is the initial location of the program.
where L can be regarded as the control component of the program.
To clarify the transition of the system, we look at the joint distribution
of the locations and the quantum data. Due to the probability distribution
induced by quantum measurements, the actual state including the location
of the program, is not always of the form ρ⊗ |li〉〈li|, but is as follows:
{
n∑
i=0
ρi ⊗ |li〉〈li||ρi ≥ 0,
n∑
i=0
Tr(ρi) = 1}
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where ρi ∈ D(H).
We express the transition as follows.
In the first step, El0 is applied on the initial state
ρ0 ⊗ |l0〉〈l0| 7→ El0(ρ0)⊗ |l0〉〈l0|.
Then, measurement Ml0 is performed and based on the measurement out-
come, classical index, and the corresponding location, the location is changed
accordingly. In other words, any state of the following form with f(j, l0) ∈
Q(j, l0) is reachable non-deterministically
N∑
j=0
Ml0,jEli(ρi)M †l0,j ⊗ |f(j, l0)〉〈f(j, l0)|.
Generally, at each step, the state
∑n
i=0 ρi ⊗ |li〉〈li| is transformed by the
following two sub-steps.
• Apply super-operators according to the location and obtain∑ni=0 Eli(ρi)⊗
|li〉〈li|.
• Apply quantum measurement and change location accordingly. The
overall state becomes the following for any f(j, li) ∈ Q(j, li) non-
deterministically
n∑
i=0
N∑
j=0
Mli,jEli(ρi)M †li,j ⊗ |f(j, li)〉〈f(j, li)|.
3.1.1 Quantum Sequential Program with Exit
This program becomes deterministic if and only if |Q(j, li)| = 1 for all 0 ≤
j ≤ N and li ∈ L.
Our model of sequential quantum program can also simulate quantum
programs with exit by assuming an exit location le ∈ L such that Ele and
Mle do not change the state, and Q(j, le) = {le} for all 0 ≤ j ≤ N . More
precisely, we let Ele(ρ) = ρ for all ρ ∈ D(H) and Mle = {IH, 0, 0, · · · , 0}.
We define two kinds of terminations of quantum programs with exits π
with exit location le.
Definition 3.3. Let σ0 = ρ0⊗|l0〉〈l0|, and σk denote the state of the system
at step (time) k.
• We say that π terminates if there exists n such that Tr[σn(IH⊗|le〉〈le|)] =
1.
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• We say that π almost terminates if for any δ > 0 there exists n such
that Tr[σk(IH ⊗ |le〉〈le|)] > 1− δ for all k > n.
The termination of a quantum program is rare whereas almost termi-
naition is much more common as illustrated in the following example.
Example 3.1. 1. l1: ρ0 = |−〉〈−|, goto l2;
2. l2: Measure ρ using {M0 = |0〉〈0|,M1 = |1〉〈1|}, if the outcome is 0,
goto l4, otherwise, goto l3;
3. l3: Apply H gate on ρ, goto l2
4. l4: goto l4;
This program π is a deterministic program with exit, with l4 as the exit
location.
• The initial state is σ0 = |−〉〈−| ⊗ |l1〉〈l1|.
• After the first step, the state becomes σ1 = |−〉〈−| ⊗ |l2〉〈l2|.
• After the second step, the state becomes σ2 = 12 |0〉〈0| ⊗ |l4〉〈l4| +
1
2
|1〉〈1| ⊗ |l3〉〈l3|.
• After the third step, the state becomes σ3 = 12 |0〉〈0|⊗|l4〉〈l4|+12 |−〉〈−|⊗
|l2〉〈l2|.
• After the fourth step, the state becomes σ4 = 34 |0〉〈0| ⊗ |l4〉〈l4| +
1
4
|1〉〈1| ⊗ |l3〉〈l3|.
• · · ·
• After the 2n-th step, the state becomes σ2n = (1− 12n )|0〉〈0|⊗|l4〉〈l4|+
1
2n
|1〉〈1| ⊗ |l3〉〈l3|.
• After the 2n + 1-th step, the state becomes σ2n+1 = (1 − 12n )|0〉〈0| ⊗
|l4〉〈l4|+ 12n |−〉〈−| ⊗ |l4〉〈l4|.
• · · ·
For any finite n, the program will not reach |l4〉〈l4| exactly. That is, π does
not terminate. On the other hand, π almost terminates because for any δ >
0, we can find n such that for any k > n such that Tr[σn(IH⊗|le〉〈le|)] > 1−δ.
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3.2 Quantum Concurrent Programs
To illustrate the quantum concurrent programs, we allow more than one con-
trol component. The following model implements the process call, although
it does not behave like the recursive model of the quantum programs with
exits investigated in [22].
Definition 3.4. An m-party quantum concurrent program is an eight tuple
π = (H, L,Act, S,Q, ρ0, l, s),
where
• H is a Hilbert space, called the state space.
• L = (L1, L2, · · · , Lm) with Li = {li,0, li,1, · · · , li,mi} being the control
component, locations, of process Pi.
• Act is a mapping which associates each location li,j ∈ Li with a cor-
responding trace preserving super-operator Eli,j : D(H) 7→ D(H) and a
quantum measurementMli,j = {Mli,j ,0, · · · ,Mli,j ,N} satisfyingMli,j ,k :
H 7→ H. They are used to describe the evolution of the system caused
by action.
• S = {1, 2, · · · ,m} is the register of the scheduler, which records the
acting program.
• Q = (Q1, Q2, · · · , Qm) with Qi : {0, 1, · · · , N}×Li 7→ 2{li,0,li,1,··· ,li,n}×
2{1,2,··· ,m} \ ∅ denoting the next location choice and the next program
mapping.
• ρ0 is an initial state of the system, which lies in H.
• l0 = (l1,i1,0 , l2,i2,0 , · · · , lm,im,0) ∈ L with lk,ik,0 ∈ Lk being the initial
location of Program πk.
• s0 ∈ S denotes the acting program in the first round.
Intuitively, this model admits m programs running concurrently by m
processors. At each step of the concurrent system, one program is selected,
and the statement at its location is executed. The statement contains a
quantum measurement which helps to select the program to be executed in
the next step.
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Formally, the state of the system always lies in ∆(H × L1 × L2 × · · · ×
Lm × [m]) defined as
{
m∑
s=1
∑
i1,··· ,im
ρs,i1,··· ,im⊗|l1,i1〉〈l1,i1 |⊗· · ·⊗|lm,im〉〈lm,im |⊗|s〉〈s||ρi0,··· ,im ∈ D(H),
∑
s,i1,··· ,im
Trρs,i0,··· ,im = 1}
where [m] = {1, 2, · · · ,m}.
The initial state is
σ0 = ρ0 ⊗ |l1,i1,0〉〈l1,i1,0 | ⊗ · · · ⊗ |lm,im,0〉〈lm,im,0 | ⊗ |s0〉〈s0|.
At the first step, according to data s0, πs0 is chosen and Es0,ls0,is0,0 is
applied on the initial state to obtain
Es0,ls0,is0,0 (ρ0)⊗ |l1,i1,0〉〈l1,i1,0 | ⊗ · · · ⊗ |lm,im,0〉〈lm,im,0 | ⊗ |s0〉〈s0|.
Then measurement Mls0,is0,0 is performed and based on the measurement
outcome, classical index, and the corresponding location, the location is
changed according to Qs0 . In other words, any state of the following form
with (fs0,is0,0,j, ts0,is0,0,j) ∈ Qs0(j, ls0,is0,0) is reachable non-deterministically
N∑
j=0
Mls0,ls0,is0,0
,jEs0,ls0,0
(ρ0)M
†
ls0,is0,0
,j
⊗|l1,i1,0 〉〈l1,i1,0 |⊗· · ·⊗|fs0,is0,0,j
〉〈fs0,is0,0,j
|⊗· · ·⊗|lm,im,0 〉〈lm,im,0 |⊗|ts0,is0,0,j
〉〈ts0,is0,0,j
|,
where only πs0 ’s location of all locations and the scheduler register would
be changed.
Generally, at each step, the state
m∑
s=1
∑
s,i1,··· ,im
ρs,i1,··· ,im ⊗ |l1,i1〉〈l1,i1 | ⊗ · · · ⊗ |lm,im〉〈lm,im | ⊗ |s〉〈s|
is transformed by the following two sub-steps
• Apply super-operators according to the scheduler and location to ob-
tain
m∑
s=1
∑
i1,··· ,im
Es,ls,is (ρs,i1,··· ,im)⊗ |l1,i1〉〈l1,i1 | ⊗ · · · ⊗ |lm,im〉〈lm,im | ⊗ |s〉〈s|.
• Apply quantum measurement and change the location accordingly.
The overall state becomes the following for any (ls,is,j, ts,is,j) ∈ Qs(j, ls,is)
non-deterministically
N∑
j=0
m∑
s=1
∑
i1,··· ,im
Mls,is ,j
Es,ls,is
(ρs,i1,··· ,im )M
†
ls,is
,j
⊗|l1,i1 〉〈l1,i1 |⊗· · ·⊗|ls,is,j〉〈ls,is,j |⊗· · ·⊗|lm,im 〉〈lm,im |⊗|ts,is,j〉〈ts,is,j |.
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Definition 3.5. We say ω = σ0σ2 · · · σk · · · is admissible of the system π if
σ0 = ρ0 ⊗ |l1,i1,0〉〈l1,i1,0 | ⊗ · · · ⊗ |lm,im,0〉〈lm,im,0 | ⊗ |s0〉〈s0| is the initial state
and σi can be obtained by executing the system upon state σi−1 for all i ≥ 1.
This program becomes deterministic if and only if |Qs(j, ls,is)| = 1 for
all 0 ≤ j ≤ N , ls,is ∈ Ls and 1 ≤ s ≤ m.
This model can also simulate a quantum program with exit by assuming
an exit location ls,es ∈ Ls for each s such that Els,es andMls,es do not change
the state, and Qs(j, ls,es) = {(ls,es , s)} for each 0 ≤ j ≤ N and 1 ≤ s ≤ m.
4 QTL: Specifications and Their Classification
To express the system properties and their development in time, we express
the relations on states in a suitable language. When applied to programs,
this will be a relation between the quantum data, the locations of all pro-
cessors π1, · · · , πm together with the data of the scheduler.
The most general verification problem is to establish facts about the
developments of the properties q(ρ) in time by introducing time variables
t1, t2, · · · ∈ N as well as the time functional
H(t, q) ≡ q(ρt),
where ρt denotes the states, including the classical control components, in
time t1, t2, · · · ∈ N. Arbitrary time dependency can be expressed in the
above formulism.
To illustrate our ideas without lengthy demonstration, we limit the ex-
pression power of the language with respect to dependency in time. More
precisely, we only investigate basic predicates with single time variable and
two time variables.
4.1 Syntax of Quantum Temporal Logic
As previously mentioned, we only use projections as atomic propositions AP
to build QTL, where AP consists of all the operators of the following form
m∑
s=1
∑
l1,i1 ,l2,i2 ,··· ,lm,im
Ps,l1,i1 ,l2,i2 ,··· ,lm,im⊗|l1,i1〉〈l1,i1 |⊗|l2,i2〉〈l2,i2 |⊗· · ·⊗|lm,im〉〈lm,im |⊗|s〉〈s|
(4)
where Ps,l1,i1 ,l2,i2 ,··· ,lm,im are all projections of H. AP contains two special
elements, I and {0}.
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Definition 4.1. Let p ∈ AP and ρ ∈ ∆(H×L1×L2×· · ·×Lm× [m]). We
say that ρ satisfies p, written ρ |= p, if supp(ρ) ⊆ p; that is, pρ = ρ.
More precisely, QTL is built up from the logical operators ∧ and ∨, the
temporal modal O (next), U (until), U˜ (almost surely until), false, true,
♦ (eventually), ♦˜ (almost surely eventually) and  (always). The opera-
tors U˜ and ♦˜ are introduced to characterize the asymptotical probabilistic
behaviour induced by the quantum probability.
Definition 4.2. Formally, the set of QTL formulas over AP is inductively
defined as follows:
• if p ∈ AP then p is an QTL formula;
• if p ∈ AP then ♦˜p is an QTL formula;
• if p, q ∈ AP then pU˜q is an QTL formula;
• if φ and ψ are QTL formulas then, φ ∧ ψ, φ ∨ ψ, Oφ, ψUφ, ♦φ, and
φ are QTL formulas.
Other than these fundamental operators, there are additional tempo-
ral operators defined in terms of the fundamental operators to write QTL
formulas succinctly, for instance → and ↔.
We do not allow ¬ because ρ |= ¬p does not imply ρ |= q for any
p, q ∈ AP .
4.2 Semantics of QTL
A QTL formula can be satisfied by an infinite sequence of admissible states
w = σ0σ1 · · · σk · · · . Let w(i) = σi, and wi = σiσi+1 · · · Formally, the
satisfaction relation  between a sequence of states ω and an QTL formula
is defined as follows:
• w  p if w(0)  p;
• w  ♦˜p for p ∈ AP if for any δ > 0, there exists i ≥ 0 such that
Tr[w(i)p] > 1− δ;
• w  qU˜p for p, q ∈ AP if for any δ > 0 there exists i ≥ 0 such that
Tr[w(i)p] > 1− δ and for all 0 ≤ k < i, wk  q;
• w  φ ∧ ψ if w  φ and w  ψ1;
• w  φ ∨ ψ if w  φ or w  ψ 2;
1For p, q ∈ AP , p ∧ q denotes the intersection of subspaces p and q, p ∧ q ∈ AP .
2For p, q ∈ AP , p ∨ q is the union of subspaces p and q, p ∨ q is not always in AP .
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• w  Oφ if w1  φ (in the next time step p must be true);
• ♦φ if there exists i ≥ 0 such that wi  φ;
• w  ψUφ if there exists i ≥ 0 such that wi  φ and for all 0 ≤ k < i,
wk  ψ (ψ must remain true until φ becomes true);
• wφ if for any i ≥ 0, wi  φ.
We say an ω-word w satisfies a QTL formula φ when w  φ. The ω-
language L(φ) defined by φ is {w|w  φ,∀ admissible w}, which is the set
of ω-admissible states that satisfy φ. A formula φ is satisfiable if there exist
ω-admissible states w such that w  φ.
The additional logical operators are defined as follows:
• φ→ ψ ≡ L(φ) ⊂ L(ψ)
• φ↔ ψ ≡ (ψ → φ) ∧ (φ→ φ)
• true ≡ I,
• false ≡ {0}
Definition 4.3. For a quantum program π, we say that a QTL formula φ
is valid if for any ω-sequence of admissible state, w, we have w  φ.
The reason that we use a sequence of quantum states rather than a se-
quence of subsets of AP is to introduce the ♦˜ and U˜ which study the asymp-
totical behaviour of the probability induced by quantum measurements. ♦˜p
describes the property that the induced number series a0, a1, · · · , ak, · · · with
ai = Tr[pσi] has, with 1 as a limit point. The reason for introducing U˜ is
similar.
We reconsider Example 3.1 to illustrate the usefulness to introduce ♦˜p,
as well as U˜.
Example 4.1. 1. l1: ρ0 = |−〉〈−|, goto l2;
2. l2: Measure ρ using {M0 = |0〉〈0|,M1 = |1〉〈1|}, if outcome is 0, goto
l4, otherwise, goto l3;
3. l3: Apply H gate on ρ, goto l2
4. l4: goto l4;
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As illustrated in Example 3.1, this program will not reach l4 in finite
steps. In other words, this program can not satisfy ♦p with p = |0〉〈0| ⊗
|l4〉〈l4|. On the other hand, for any δ > 0, we can choose n such that
Tr(σ2np) = 1− 12n > 1− δ. This program satisfies ♦˜p.
This example indicates that for quantum programs with exits
• ♦ and U are useful for tracking the total correctness of quantum pro-
grams which terminates in finite steps.
• ♦˜ and U˜ are useful for tracking the total correctness for quantum
(probabilistic) programs which almost terminate.
In this example, we observe that p is satisfies at any step with p = |0〉〈0| ⊗
|l4〉〈l4| + IH ⊗ (|l1〉〈l1| + |l2〉〈l2| + |l3〉〈l3|). In other words, p is valid. In
general,  is useful for tracking the partial correctness of the program with
exit. p if we choose p =
∑
li 6=le∈L IH ⊗ |li〉〈li|+ P ⊗ |le〉〈le| where P is the
required property of output. It is invariantly true that whenever we reach
the exit, the output satisfies its specification.
5 Example: Reasoning and Verification of Deter-
ministic Quantum sequential Programs with Ex-
its
In this section, we focus on a special case of quantum concurrent programs–
deterministic quantum programs with exits as an example. We compare
our model for deterministic quantum programs with exits with the widely
studied Q-While language introduced in [66]. After reviewing the syntax and
semantics of Q-While, we show that our model for deterministic quantum
programs with exits can be used for designing a compiler for Q-While. Then,
we prove a quantum Bo¨hm-Jacopini theorem [12] which states that any
deterministic quantum program with exit of our model is equivalent to a
Q-While program. In particular, we only need to use a single Q-While
statement on a larger space. Using this powerful tool, we are able to analyze
such program very clearly.
5.1 Q-While Language
We first recall the syntax and semantics of Q-While.
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Definition 5.1 (Syntax [66]). The quantum while-programs are defined by
the grammar:
S ::= skip | S1;S2 | q := |0〉 | q := U [q] | if (m ·M[q] = m→ Sm) fi
| while M[q] = 1 do S od
q := |0〉 means that quantum variable q is initialised in a basis state |0〉.
q := U [q] denotes that unitary transformation U is applied to a sequence q
of quantum variables. In the case statement if · · ·fi, quantum measurement
M is performed on q and then a subprogram Sm is chosen for the next exe-
cution according to the measurement outcome m. In the loop while · · · od,
measurement M in the guard has only two possible outcomes 0, 1: if the
outcome is 0 the loop terminates, and if the outcome is 1, it executes the
loop body S and enters the loop again.
A configuration of a program is a pair C = 〈S, ρ〉 where S is a program
or the termination symbol ↓, and ρ ∈ D(HS) denotes the state of quantum
system.
Definition 5.2 (Operational Semantics [66]). The operational semantics
of quantum while-programs is defined as a transition relation → by the
transition rules in the following.
(Sk) 〈skip, ρ〉 → 〈↓, ρ〉 (In) 〈q := |0〉, ρ〉 → 〈↓, ρq0〉
(UT) 〈q := U [q], ρ〉 → 〈↓, UρU †〉 (SC) 〈S1, ρ〉 → 〈S
′
1, ρ
′〉
〈S1;S2, ρ〉 → 〈S′1;S2, ρ′〉
(IF) 〈if (m ·M [q] = m→ Sm) fi, ρ〉 → 〈Sm,MmρM †m〉
(L0) 〈while M [q] = 1 do S od, ρ〉 → 〈↓,M0ρM †0〉
(L1) 〈while M [q] = 1 do S od, ρ〉 → 〈S;while M [q] = 1 do S od,M1ρM †1 〉
In (In), ρq0 =
∑
n |0〉q〈n|ρ|n〉q〈0|. In (SC), we make the convention ↓
;S2 = S2. In (IF), m ranges over every possible outcome of measurement
M = {Mm}. Rules (In), (UT), (IF), (L0) and (L1) are determined by the
basic postulates of quantum mechanics.
Definition 5.3 (Denotational Semantics [66]). For any quantum while-
program S, its semantic function is the mapping JSK : D(HS) → D(HS)
defined by
JSK(ρ) =
∑{|ρ′ : 〈S, ρ〉 →∗ 〈↓, ρ′〉|} (5)
for every ρ ∈ D(HS), where →∗ is the reflexive and transitive closure of →,
and {| · |} denotes a multi-set.
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5.2 Deterministic Quantum Program with Exit
The results given in this subsection are applicable for deterministic quantum
program with exit, sequential or concurrent. To simplify the presentation,
we only provide the proof detail for sequential quantum programs. We first
illustrate that our model can be used to design a compiler for Q-While.
Theorem 5.1. Any Q-While program can be expressed in the sequential
quantum program model.
Proof. The proof is given in Table 6.
skip ≡
{
l1 : goto l2;
l2 : · · · ;
S1;S2 ≡


l1 : S1, goto l2;
l2 : S2, goto l3;
l3 : · · · ;
q := |0〉 ≡
{
l1 : q := |0〉, goto l2;
l2 : · · · ;
q := U [q] ≡
{
l1 : q := U [q], goto l2;
l2 : · · · ;
if (m ·M[q] = m→ Sm) fi ≡


l1 : Measure ρ in M, if outcome is m goto lm+1;
l2 : S1, goto lN+2; N the total number of outcomes.
l3 : S2, goto lN+2;
· · ·
lN+1 : SN , goto lN+2;
lN+2 : · · ·
while M[q] = 1 do S od
≡


l1 : Measure ρ in M, if outcome is 0 goto l3, otherwise goto l2;
l2 : S, goto l1;
l3 : · · ·
exit :≡ l1 : goto l1;
Table 1: Simulate Q-While
Suppose we have a deterministic program π with locations L, where
each location li ∈ L is associated with a trace preserving operation Eli and a
measurement Mli = {Mli,0, · · · ,Mli,N}, and a function f : {0, 1, · · · , N} ×
L 7→ L.
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By considering the state space
∆ = {
n∑
i=0
ρi ⊗ |li〉〈li| : ρi ≥ 0,
n∑
i=0
Tr(ρi) = 1, }
Each step’s operation Eπ can be written as
Eπ(
n∑
i=0
ρi ⊗ |li〉〈li|) =
N∑
j=0
∑
li∈L
Mli,jEli(ρi)M †li,j ⊗ |f(j, li)〉〈f(j, li)|.
In other words, Eπ =M◦ E where
E =
∑
li
Eli ⊗ |li〉〈li|,
M(·) =
N∑
j=0
∑
li∈L
(Mli,j ⊗ |f(j, li)〉〈li|) · (M †li,j ⊗ |li〉〈f(j, li)|).
Similarly, a deterministic quantum concurrent program can be modeled by
a super-operator. Therefore, we have the following lemma.
Lemma 5.1. A deterministic quantum program π can be modeled by a super-
operator Eπ in a larger state space ∆. After k step, the state becomes Ekπ(σ0)
where σ0 = ρ0 ⊗ |l0〉〈l0|.
For programs with exits, we have the following:
Lemma 5.2. For deterministic quantum program, which contain an exit
location le, we have the following inequality
(IH ⊗ |le〉〈le|)E(σ)(IH ⊗ |le〉〈le|) ≥ (IH ⊗ |le〉〈le|)σ(IH ⊗ |le〉〈le|) (6)
which holds for any σ ∈ ∆.
Proof. According to the definition of exit location, we have
Eπ(ρe ⊗ |le〉〈le|) = ρe ⊗ |le〉〈le|.
We note the following
(IH ⊗ |le〉〈le|)E(σ)(IH ⊗ |le〉〈le|)− (IH ⊗ |le〉〈le|)σ(IH ⊗ |le〉〈le|)
= (IH ⊗ |le〉〈le|)E [σ − (IH ⊗ |le〉〈le|)σ(IH ⊗ |le〉〈le|)](IH ⊗ |le〉〈le|)
≥ 0,
where we use the fact that any state σ ∈ ∆, σ−[IH⊗|le〉〈le|)σ(IH⊗|le〉〈le|) ≥
0.
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The above statement is also true for quantum concurrent program π
consisting of π1, π2, · · · , πm where each πs has an exit location ls,es. where
the only difference is that there is more than one exit location.
According to Lemma 5.1 and Lemma 5.2, we have the following quantum
Bo¨hm-Jacopini theorem.
Theorem 5.2. Any deterministic program π with exit, including program
written in Q-While, can be written as a single “while” statement in Q-While
for input σ0  IH ⊗ |l0〉〈l0|,
while M[q] = 1 do S od, (7)
where S = Eπ, M = {M0 = IH ⊗ |le〉〈le|,M1 = IH ⊗
∑
li 6=le,li∈L |li〉〈li|}.
5.2.1 Proof System for Partial and Total Correctness
We borrow the idea from [78] to derive a proof system reasoning ♦˜ and  for
program π with exit. We first generalize the definition of partial correctness
and total correctness of Q-While program [78] to deterministic program S
with exit.
Definition 5.4. 1. {P}S{Q} is true in the sense of partial correctness
in aQHL, written: |=apar {P}S{Q}, if for all ρ  P :
JSK(ρ) |= Q.
2. {P}S{Q} is true in the sense of total correctness in aQHL, written:
|=atot {P}S{Q}, if for all ρ  P :
JSK(ρ) |= Q & Tr(JSK(ρ)) = Trρ.
Fact 5.1. For any deterministic program S with exit location le, we employ
Theorem 5.2 to transform it into a Q-While program π in state space H⊗L.
We have the following correspondence
• |=apar {P}S{Q} is equivalent to q in π by choosing q =
∑
li 6=le∈L IH⊗|li〉〈li|+Q⊗ |le〉〈le| for input σ0  P ⊗ |l0〉〈l0|.
• |=atot {P}S{Q} is equivalent to ♦˜q in π by choosing q = Q⊗|le〉〈le| for
input σ0  P ⊗ |l0〉〈l0|.
Due to this correspondence, we can derive a relatively complete proof
system for general deterministic program with exit using the results of [78].
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Proposition 5.1. For π = while M[q] = 1 do S od with S = Eπ,
M = {M0 = IH ⊗ |le〉〈le|,M1 = IH ⊗
∑
li 6=le,li∈L |li〉〈li|} and p, q ∈ AP ,
the following proof system is relatively complete for proving q and ♦˜q re-
spectively,
 :
{p}S{supp[(M0 ∧ q) + (M1 ∧ p)]}
{supp[(M0 ∧ q) + (M1 ∧ p)]}π{q}
♦˜ :
{p}S{supp[(M0 ∧ q) + (M1 ∧ p)]}
for any ǫ > 0, tǫ is a (supp[(M0 ∧ q) + (M1 ∧ p)], ǫ)-ranking function of while
{supp[(M0 ∧ q) + (M1 ∧ p)]}π{q}
where a function t : D(Hwhile) → N is called a (q, ǫ)-ranking function of
while if for all σ with σ |= q, we have JSK(M1ρM1) |= q, t(JSK(M1ρM1)) ≤
t(σ) and Tr(σ) ≥ ǫ implies t(JSK(M1σM1)) < t(σ).
5.2.2 Compute the reachability super-operator for finite dimen-
sional systems
By Theorem 5.2, we have
Theorem 5.3. Suppose the operation of π is Eπ with rational entries on
quantum system H and locations L with le as the exit location. The reacha-
bility super-operator is defined as
Fπ(·) = lim
n→∞(IH ⊗ |le〉〈le|)E
n
π (·)(IH ⊗ |le〉〈le|)
and can be computed in polynomial time.
Moreover, the average running time of the program can be computed in
polynomial time for any rational input σ0 = ρ0 ⊗ |l0〉〈l0|.
Proof. According to Theorem 5.2, we reformulate the program in
while M[q] = 1 do S od,
where S = Eπ, M = {M0 = IH ⊗ |le〉〈le|,M1 = IH ⊗
∑
li 6=le,li∈L |li〉〈li|}.
From [74], we know that Fπ(·) =
∑
i Fi · F †i satisfies∑
i
Fi ⊗ F ∗i = (M0 ⊗M0)(IH⊗L⊗H⊗L −N)−1, (8)
where N is obtained by replacing M ’s Jordan blocks with eigenvalues λ for
|λ| = 1 with M = (∑iEi ⊗ E∗i )(M1 ⊗M1).
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Moreover, the average running time of the while program equals the
average running time of the original program for reaching the exit location,
which can be written as
〈Φ|(M0 ⊗M0)(I −N)−2(σ0 ⊗ IH⊗L)|Φ〉. (9)
where |Φ〉 = ∑i,l |il〉|il〉 is the unnormalized maximally entangled state on
H⊗ L⊗H⊗ L.
Note that the Jordan block can be computed in the polynomial time of
the input size [15], also verifying whether |λ| = 1 is valid in polynomial time
for algebraic number λ [26].
Remark: Before this work, this is not known, even for the Q-While
programs, because of the complexity of the composition of algebraic numbers
due to the composition of whiles.
For deterministic program with exit, , ♦˜ and ♦ can be verified.
Theorem 5.4. Suppose the operation of π is Eπ with rational entries on
d-dimensional quantum system H and locations L with le as exit location,
|L| = l . For p = P ⊗|le〉〈le| ∈ AP , ♦˜p, p, ♦p can be verified in polynomial
time.
Proof. ♦˜p can be verified using Theorem 5.3.
♦p if the program terminates in finite steps and satisfies p. According
to [74], a While program on dl dimensional system terminates if and only if
it terminates in dl − 1 steps. The rest is to verify p on Ed−1π (ρ0 ⊗ |l0〉〈l0|).
p if and only if
∑dl−1
k=0 Eπk(σ0)/dl  p. The only if part is due to the
definition of p: for any k and any σ0 = ρ0 ⊗ |l0〉〈l0|, Eπk(σ0)  p. Then,∑dl−1
k=0 Eπk(σ0)/dl  p. To see the converse, we let Pk = supp(
∑k
k=0 Eπk(σ0)/dl) 
p, then P0 ⊆ P1 ⊆ · · · ⊆ Pd−1 ⊆ H. Moreover, if Pk = Pk+1, then
Pk+1 = Pk+2. By counting the dimensions, we know that the increasing
chain of subspaces converge after dl − 1 steps.
5.2.3 Quantum Kleene Closure
Note that the quantum state can always be entangled with other systems.
For this situation, we can have the following result as the quantum analogue
of the Kleene closure.
Theorem 5.5. Suppose the operation of π is EA with rational entries on
d-dimensional system HA, and the input state is given as ρAB which is a
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general state in system HA⊗HB. EA⊗IB is an operator applied on HA⊗HB
with input ρAB. Suppose p is a projection of HA ⊗HB, we have
p⇔
t−1∑
k=0
(EkA ⊗ IB)(ρAB)
t
 p
where t can be chosen to be d2 − 1, and does not need to depend on the
dimension of HB.
Proof. By the fact of supp(ρ/2 + σ/2) = span{supp(ρ), supp(σ)}, we only
need to consider ρAB = |χ〉〈χ| to be a pure state. Let |χ〉 have a Schmidt
decomposition |χ〉 =∑sk=1 νi|αi〉|βi〉 [45] with s ≤ d, then (EkA⊗IB)(ρAB) 
q = HA⊗Q with Q being the subspace of HB spanned by |βi〉. This problem
is transformed into system with dimension no more than d2. The rest is the
same as the proof of Theorem 5.4.
This problem of determining the smallest t is related to the subalgebra
generation problem [38], which has recently been shown to be less than√
2d1.5+3d [30, 48]. This implies that t of the above theorem can be chosen
to be
√
2d1.5 + 3d. Very recently, this bound is improved into 2d log2 d+ 4d
by Shitov in [59].
It is interesting that t can be chosen independent of the dimension of
HB , even HB is infinite dimensional.
6 Decidability of QTL
According to the analysis of the last three sections, each deterministic quan-
tum program is determined by a trace preserving super-operator. For non-
deterministic quantum program (sequential or concurrent), each non-deterministic
choice is correlated to a super-operator. Therefore, a non-deterministic
quantum program can always be modeled as a quantum automaton.
Definition 6.1. A quantum automaton A = (H, Act, {Eα|α ∈ Act}, ρ0),
where
• H is a Hilbert space, called the state space;
• Act is a set of finite action names;
• for each α ∈ Act, Eα is a trace preserving super-operator;
• ρ0 is an initial state of the system, which lies in H.
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At the first step, Eα0 is applied on ρ0. After this, Eα is chosen non-deterministically
at each step.
For simplicity, we choose σ0 = Eα0(ρ0) as an initial state, and each w =
w1w2 · · ·wk · · · ∈ Actω induces an admissible state sequence σ0σ1σ2 · · · σk · · ·
with σi = Ewi(σi−1) for all i ≥ 1.
To study the QTL of a general quantum concurrent system, we only
need to study the QTL of the corresponding quantum automaton.
The following observation from [77] is useful.
Fact 6.1. For any p ∈ AP and super-operator E, we have
{σ|E(σ)  p} = {σ|σ  (E∗(p⊥))⊥}, (10)
where for any non-negative matrix M , M⊥ = {supp(M)}⊥ where supp(M)
denotes the subspace spanned by the eigenvectors of M with nonzero eigen-
values.
For p ∈ AP , let E−1(p) := (E∗(p⊥))⊥, we have E−1(∨ri=1pi) = ∨ri=1E−1(pi).
For p ∈ AP , let E(p) = supp(E( p
dp
)), where dp denotes the dimension of p,
we have E(∨ri=1pi) = ∨ri=1E(pi).
In the following, we study the decidability of the basic QTL formulae.
We assume all the entries are rational numbers, and H is d-dimensional. If
all Eα are all unitaries, the decidability of ∨ni=1pi, ♦∨ni=1pi and ♦∨ni=1pi
was presented in [39]. As part of our results below, we generalizing these
results into general super-operators and thus solve the open questions of
[39].
It worth to notice that ♦ ∨ni=1 pi and ♦ ∨ni=1 pi are highly nontrivial
in the sense that no uniform time bound for the ♦ on different paths.
6.1 Next
To decide O(p), we only need to verify  p for the next step. In other words,
it is enough to verify  p for the original system with different initial state
σ = Eα(σ0) for all α ∈ Act where σ0 is the current state.
6.2 Invariance
One-time variable invariance is universally quantified. Invariance, denoted
by , is a property holding throughout all states of all possible execution
sequences.
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Lemma 6.1. [77]. For p ∈ AP and |Act| > 1, we know that p if and only
if Ek(σ0)  p for 0 ≤ k ≤ d− 1 with E =
∑
α∈Act Eα
|Act| .
If φ is not an element of AP , but a union of elements in AP , in other
words, φ is a finite union of closed subspaces, the problem of determining
φ becomes non-trivial. In the following, we consider the general case.
Theorem 6.1. If φ = ∨ni=1pi with pi ∈ AP , φ is decidable for |Act| > 1.
Proof. We can characterize all initial states σ0 such that φ is valid in the
following. In particular, we present ψ = ∨rj=1qi with qi ∈ AP and show that
φ if and only if σ0  ψ. To see this, we let
Y0 = φ,
Y1 = Y0
⋂
α∈Act
E−1α (Y0),
· · · ,
Yk = Yk−1
⋂
α∈Act
E−1α (Yk−1),
· · ·
Y0 characterizes the set of states that satisfies φ in 0 step. Y1 characterizes
the set of states that satisfies φ in 0 step and 1 step. Yk characterizes the set
of states that satisfies φ in less than k + 1 step. Each Yi is a finite union of
subspaces, and Y0 ⊇ Y1 ⊇ · · ·Yk ⊇. According to Lemma 2.3, there exists k
such that Yk = Ym for all m ≥ k. Let Yk = ψ, then, we only need to verify
σ0  ψ.
6.3 Eventually and Almost Surely Eventually
Eventually is another one time variable. Determining ♦p is an open issue,
even for |Act| = 1 and p ∈ AP . This is related to the famous Skolem
problem [61] which asks whether there exists n such that Anx ∈ p for given
rational square matrix A, vector x and subspace p.
Fact 6.2. For |Act| = 1, ♦p is decidable for p ∈ AP if and only if the
Skolem Problem 2.1 is decidable.
Proof. For any A and x without loss of generality, assume A†A ≤ IH and
x†x ≤ 1, and |0〉 ∈ p. We design the following trace preserving super-
operator
E(ρ) = AρA† + (1− TrA†Aρ)|0〉〈0|.
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En(xx†)  p if and only if Anx ∈ p.
On the other hand, if we can solve the Skolem problem, we can verify
♦p for |Act| = 1 as follows. Let q = I − p where p ∈ AP is regarded as the
projection onto subspace p.
En(ρ0)  p ⇔ Tr[En(σ0)p⊥] = 0
⇔ 〈Φ|(q ⊗ I)Mn(σ0 ⊗ I)|Φ〉 = 0
⇔ Mn(σ0 ⊗ I)|Φ〉 ∈ {|v〉||v〉 ⊥ (q ⊗ I)|Φ〉},
where M is the matrix representation of E and |Φ〉 =∑di=1 |ii〉.
Concerning ♦˜p, we have a similar result as ♦p.
Fact 6.3. For |Act| = 1, ♦˜p is decidable for p ∈ AP if and only if the
Skolem problem 2.1 is decidable.
Proof. ♦˜p if and only if one of the following two cases is valid.
• ♦p;
• There exists a sequence of n1, n2, · · · , nk such that the induced number
sequence a1, a2, · · · , ak, · · · converges to 1 where ak = Tr[pEnk(σ0)].
Case 2 is decidable via the following procedure. Let the linear recurrent
series bn = 1−an = Tr[(I− p)En(σ0)]. According to Subsection 2.6, we first
write it as bn = Tr(M
nN) where M =
∑
j Ej ⊗ E∗j and N is determined
by (I − p) and σ0. Let M = SJ(M)S−1 be the Jordan decomposition of
M , we have bn = Tr[J(M)
nS−1NS]. According to Lemma 2.2, we know
that every Jordan block of M has eigenvalue with absolution no more than
1, and the size of the block with absolution 1 eigenvalue is 1. As we are
only interested in the limit points, we only need to care about number
series cn = Tr[J(M)
′nS−1NS], where we delete all the Jordan blocks whose
absolution of eigenvalue is smaller than 1. In other words, J ′ = J(M)′ is
a diagonal matrix with eigenvalues either 0 or absolution 1. The problem
becomes seeing whether 0 is a limit point of cn.
Note that these eigenvalues are all algebraic numbers. Without loss of
generality, we assume these nonzero eigenvalues λ1, · · · , λr lie at the leading
principal submatrix. According to Theorem 2.2, one can compute a basis of
lattice
La := {(k1, · · · , kr)|Πrj=1λkjj = 1} ⊂ Zr,
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in polynomial time. Assume the computed basis is v1, v2, · · · , vt with vj =
(vj,1, · · · , vj,r)T ∈ Zr. According to Theorem 2.1, the closure of {J ′0, J ′1, · · · },
the diagonal elements, is characterized by
{(eiθ1 , eiθ2 , · · · , eiθr)|Πrk=1eiθkvj,k = 1 ∀ 1 ≤ j ≤ t.}
Now the problem becomes to determine whether there exists (eiθ1 , eiθ2 , · · · , eiθr)
lying in the above set which satisfies Tr[JS−1NS] = 0 with J = diag{eiθ1 , eiθ2 , · · · , eiθr , 0, · · · , 0}.
Let eiθk = xk + yk, then Tr[JS
−1NS] = 0 is a polynomial equation of xk
and yk with algebraic coefficients. Π
r
k=1e
iθkvj,k = 1 can also be rewritten as
polynomial equations of xk and yk with algebraic coefficients. The rest of
the equations are x2k + y
2
k = 1 for 1 ≤ k ≤ t. According to Tarski’s theorem
on polynomial equations with algebraic coefficients, it is decidable to verify
whether 0 is a limit point of cn.
Note that Case 2 of the above proof actually shows
Fact 6.4. For |Act| = 1 and p ∈ AP , ♦˜p is decidable.
We can further show that
Fact 6.5. For |Act| = 1 and p ∈ AP , ♦p is decidable.
Proof. ♦p if and only if there exist infinite n such that linear recurrent
bn = Tr[(I − p)En(ρ0)] = 0. We can always find an integer s such that
cn = s
nbn = Tr[A
nM ] for integer matrices A and rank 1 matrix M . bn = 0
if and only if cn = 0. If this is true, by Theorem 2.3, we can bound the period
r ≤ pd4 by choosing p ∤ 2 detA. The rest is to verify whether cvr+u = 0 is
valid for fixed u ≤ r and all v. This can be done as for fixed r and u,
dv = cvr+u is still a linear recurrent series of degree d
2. dv ≡ 0 if and only
if the initial d2 + 1 element is 0.
To show the decidability of ♦φ with φ = ∨ti=1pi and pi ∈ AP for
|Act| > 1, the following lemmas are needed.
Lemma 6.2. For finite union of subspaces r ⊆ H, we can construct x ⊆ r
in finite steps, such that
• ∨αEα(x) = x;
• For any x′ ⊆ r such that ∨αEα(x′) = x′, we always have x′ ⊆ x.
Moreover, such x is also a finite union of subspaces, and x is called the
maximal invariant of r.
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Remark: All x ⊆ H can always be written as a union (a possibly infinite
union or even a continuous union), for this sense, ∨ is still well defined as a
union.
Proof. Our construction of x is as follows:
Z0 = r,
Z1 = Z0
⋂
α∈Act
E−1α (Z0)
⋂
[∨α∈ActEα(Z0)],
· · · ,
Zk = Zk−1
⋂
α∈Act
E−1α (Zk−1)
⋂
[∨α∈ActEα(Zk−1)],
· · ·
First note that each Zi is a finite union of subspaces and forms a decreasing
chain
p = Z0 ⊇ Z1 ⊇ · · · ⊇ Zk ⊇ · · ·
According to Lemma 2.3, there exists n such that Zn = Zm for any m ≥ n.
Let x = Zn, we have
x = x
⋂
α∈Act
E−1α (x)
⋂
[∨α∈ActEα(x)]
⇒ x ⊆ E−1α (x), x ⊆ ∨α∈ActEα(x)
⇒ Eα(x) ⊆ x, x ⊆ ∨α∈ActEα(x)
⇒ ∨α∈ActEα(x) ⊆ x, x ⊆ ∨α∈ActEα(x)
⇒ x = ∨α∈ActEα(x).
Moreover, x is a finite union of subspaces.
Assume ∨α∈ActEα(x′) = x′ ⊆ r = Z0, we have
Eα(x′) ⊂ Z0, x′ ⊆ Z0,
⇒ x′ ⊆ E−1α (Z0), Eα(x′) ⊆ Eα(Z0)
⇒ x′ ⊆
⋂
α∈Act
E−1α (Z0), x′ = ∨α∈ActEα(x′) ⊆ ∨α∈ActEα(Z0)
⇒ x′ ∈ Z1 ⇒ · · · ⇒ x′ ⊆ Zk ⇒ x′ ⊆ x.
This completes the proof.
Lemma 6.3. For finite union of subspaces x ⊆ H with ∨α∈ActEα(x) = x,
we can construct y in finite steps such that
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• x ⊆ y and y = ⋂α∈Act E−1α (y).
• For any y′ ⊆ H such that y′ = ⋂α∈Act E−1α (y′) and x ⊆ y′ we always
have y ⊆ y′.
Moreover, such y is also a finite union of subspaces. We call y the maximal
extension of x.
Proof. Observe that y is characterized as the limit by the following,
Y0 = x,
Y1 =
⋂
α∈Act
E−1α (Y0),
· · ·
Yk =
⋂
α∈Act
E−1α (Yk−1),
· · ·
Since Eα(x) ⊆ x = Y0, then x ⊆ E−1α (x). Thus, x = Y0 ⊆
⋂
α∈Act E−1α (Y0) =
Y1. By repeating this argument, we know that Y0 ⊆ Y1 ⊆ · · · ⊆ Yk ⊆. Yk
characterize the set of input states such that x is satisfied in the k-th steps.
Unfortunately, with the general increasing of the chain of finite union of
subspaces, there is no guarantee of termination.
To show the termination of the series, we first note that for each α, and
z = ∨si=1zi with zi ∈ AP , E−1α (z) is still a union of no more than s subspaces.
In other words, the number of unions is not increasing in computing the pre-
image. Now we can construct an |Act|-ary tree T whose nodes are all the
union of at most s subspaces.
• Let x = ∨ti=1xi be the root of T where xi ∈ AP .
• At the first step, for each α, we generate E−1α (x). If E−1α (x) ) x, we
add E−1α (x) as a child of x. Otherwise E−1α (x) = x, we mark x as a
”star” node. Now we have a tree of height at most 2.
• · · ·
• At the k-th step, for each α and each leaf node nd of the current tree,
we generate E−1α (nd). If E−1α (nd) ) nd, we add E−1α (nd) as a child of
nd. Otherwise E−1α (nd) = nd, we mark nd as a ”star” node.
• · · ·
• Stop if current leaves are all ”star” nodes.
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One can verify that this tree is a strictly increasing tree, in the sense that
each node (union of at most s elements) strictly contains its parent node.
We can easily verify that the height of this tree is at most td according
to the following fact via simply counting the dimension. For each strictly
increasing chain of Z0 ( Z1 ( · · · ( Zk ( · · · where each Zi is a union of
at most t subspaces, the chain terminates in at most td steps. Now we can
claim that
y =
⋂
nd is a ”Star” node.
nd.
We provide the characterization of ♦φ,
Lemma 6.4. For φ = ∨ti=1pi with pi ∈ AP , let x be the maximal invariant
of φ defined in Lemma 6.2. ♦φ if and only if σ0  ψ where ψ is the
maximal extension of x defined in Lemma 6.3.
Proof. Let η denote the set that ♦φ if and only if σ0  η. For any α, if σ0 
Eα(η), ♦φ is valid. This implies Eα(η) ⊆ η, therefore, ∨α∈ActEα(η) ⊆ η. We
define the sequence Z0 = η, Z1 = ∨α∈ActEα(Z0), · · · , Zk = ∨α∈ActEα(Zk−1),· · · .
We can verify Z0 ⊇ Z1 ⊇ · · · ⊇ Zk ⊇ · · · . Let y =
⋂∞
k=0 Zk, we have
y = ∨α∈ActEα(y). According to ♦φ, we know that y ⊆ φ. This means
y ⊆ x according to the fact x is the maximal invariant of φ in Lemma
6.2. By defining an increasing sequence V0 = x, V1 = ∨α∈ActE−1α (V0), · · · ,
Vk = ∨α∈ActE−1α (Vk−1),· · · we have η ⊆ ∨∞k=0Vk = ψ.
On the other hand, if σ0  ψ, for each ω path α1α2 · · · , let state σk =
Eαk(σk−1). According to the proof of Lemma 6.3, there exists k0 such that
ρk  x for all k > k0. Therefore ♦φ is valid.
The following theorem naturally follows from Lemma 6.2, Lemma 6.3
and Lemma 6.4.
Theorem 6.2. ♦φ is decidable for φ = ∨ti=1pi and |Act| > 1 with pi ∈ AP .
The following lemma is crucial in proving the decidability of ♦φ.
Lemma 6.5. For φ = ∨si=1pi with pi ∈ AP , we can construct x ⊆ H in
finite steps, such that
1. ∨α∈ActEα(x) = x.
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2. For any simple loop (distinct elements of the loop at different loca-
tions),
xj1
Eα1−−→ xj2
Eα2−−→ · · · xjk
Eαk−−→ xj1
where xj1 , xj2 , · · · , xjk ∈ AP , xj1 , xj2 , · · · , xjk ⊆ x and Eα1(xj1) =
xj2,· · · , Eαk(xjk) = xj1, there exists an element xjr of the loop and
1 ≤ i ≤ s such that xjr ⊆ pi.
3. For any x′ ⊆ H satisfies the first two conditions, we always have x′ ⊆
x.
Moreover, such x is also a finite union of subspaces.
The proof of this theorem depends on Lemma 6.6.
Proof. We can construct x using the following procedure.
• l0: Set x = H, goto l1;
• l1: If Condition 1 and 2 of Lemma 6.5 are satisfied, return x; otherwise,
goto l2;
• l2: Run procedure of Lemma 6.2, goto l3;
• l3: Run procedure of Lemma 6.6, goto l1;
For any finite union of subspaces as input, Lemma 6.2 and Lemma 6.6
terminate within finite time. l1, l2, l3 can only be executed a finite number
of times according to Lemma 2.3 because the intermediate data is always a
finite union of subspaces in decreasing order.
For any x′ ⊆ H satisfies the first two conditions, x′ ⊆ x is always valid
during the execution of the above procedure. Therefore, x′ ⊆ x is valid for
the final x.
In the proof of Lemma 6.5, if Condition (1) of Lemma 6.5 is satisfied,
but Condition (2) is not satisfied, we need the following lemma.
Lemma 6.6. Given φ = ∨ti=1pi and x = ∨li=1xi with pi, xi ∈ AP , if
∨α∈ActEα(x) = x and there is a simple loop (distinct elements of the loop at
different locations),
xj1
Eα1−−→ xj2
Eα2−−→ · · · xjk
Eαk−−→ xj1
where xj1 , xj2 , · · · , xjk ∈ AP and Eα1(xj1) = xj2,· · · , Eαk(xjk) = xj1 , such
that xjr 6⊆ φ for any jr. We can find z as a finite union of proper subspaces
in xj1 such that any x
′ ⊆ x satisfies
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• There are infinite many i such that σi  p, for any ω sequence σ0σ1 · · ·
with σi = Eβi(σi−1) for any βi ∈ Act with σ1  x′.
must satisfy
x′ ⊆ ∨li=1,i 6=j1xi ∨ z.
Proof. For any σ0  xj1
⋂
x′, we consider sequence ω = σ0σ1 · · · σr · · · such
that σi = Eαi(σi). We can divide ω into k subsequence, ω1 = σ1σk+1 · · · ,
· · · , ωk = σkσ2k · · · . According to the properties x′ satisfies, we know that
there exist 1 ≤ s ≤ t and 1 ≤ r ≤ k such that the sequence ωr contains
infinite state which satisfies ps. In other words, there exists infinite n such
that σnk+r = Fnr (ξ)  ps where ξ = Eαr ◦ Eαr−1 ◦ · · · ◦ Eα1(σ0), and Fr =
Eαr ◦ · · · ◦ Eα1 ◦ Eαk ◦ · · · Eαr+1 . Let ai = Tr(Fnr (ξ)p⊥s ). Then the linear
recurrent series ai has infinite zero points. Theorem 2.3 implies that, there
is a finite b, c such that abu+c = 0 for all u ∈ N. Moreover, one can compute
a g ≥ b which depends on Fr only. Therefore, we can choose b = g! and let
c range over all integer less than b. Interestingly, for fixed c, we only need
to verify abu+c = 0 for 0 ≤ u ≤ d2 +1 since abu+c is a linear recurrent series
with degree d2. In other words, σ0 should satisfy that for some 1 ≤ s ≤ t,
1 ≤ r ≤ k, 1 ≤ c ≤ b, the following is true for any 0 ≤ u ≤ d2 + 1,
Fbu+cr ◦ Eαr ◦ Eαr−1 ◦ · · · ◦ Eα1(σ0)  ps.
For each s, r, c, the constrain is equivalent to a subspace zs,r,c. Moreover,
xj1 is not a subspace of any zs,r,c according to the condition of x. Let
z = ∨s,r,c(xj1
⋂
zs,r,c) and it satisfies the requirement.
Now we show the following
Theorem 6.3. For pi ∈ AP and φ = ∨ti=1pi, ♦φ is decidable.
Proof. Let ψ′ denote the set that ♦φ if and only if σ0  ψ′.
We first compute x = ∨li=1xi of φ as illustrated in Lemma 6.5, then
compute ψ as the maximal extension of x in Lemma 6.3. We prove that
ψ′ = ψ.
To show ψ ⊆ ψ′, we choose σ0  ψ. For each ω path α1α2 · · · , we let
state σk = Eαk(σk−1). According to the proof of Lemma 6.3, there exists
k0 such that σk  x for any k > k0. For any k > k0, the state sequence
σkσk+1 · · · σk+s satisfies σk+i  xji for some 1 ≤ ji ≤ l. Moreover, there is a
simple loop for sufficiently large s because l is finite. Invoking the Condition
(2) of Lemma 6.5, σk+u  x for some 1 ≤ u ≤ s. ♦φ is valid. Therefore,
ψ ⊆ ψ′.
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To show ψ ⊇ ψ′, we observe that for any α, if σ0  Eα(ψ′), ♦φ is
valid. This implies Eα(ψ′) ⊆ ψ′. Therefore, ∨α∈ActEα(ψ′) ⊆ ψ′. We define
the sequence Z0 = ψ
′, Z1 = ∨α∈ActEα(Z0), · · · , Zk = ∨α∈ActEα(Zk−1),· · · .
We can verify Z0 ⊇ Z1 ⊇ · · · ⊇ Zk ⊇ · · · . Let x′ =
⋂∞
k=0 Zk, we have
x′ = ∨α∈ActEα(x′). Moreover, for any σ0  x, there are infinite many i
such that σi  p, for any ω sequence σ0σ1σ2 · · · with σi = Eβi(σi−1) for
any βi ∈ Act with σ1  x′. By the proof of Lemma 6.5 and Lemma 6.6,
x′ ⊆ x. By defining an increasing sequence V0 = x, V1 = ∨α∈ActE−1α (V0),
· · · , Vk = ∨α∈ActEα(Vk−1),· · · we have ψ′ ⊆ ∨∞k=0Vk = ψ.
Therefore ψ = ψ′. This implies ♦φ is decidable.
6.4 Until and Almost Surely Until
According to the results of ♦. we have
Fact 6.6. For |Act| = 1, q ∈ AP and φ = ∨ti=1pi with pi ∈ AP ,
• φUq is decidable if ♦q is decidable.
• φU˜q is decidable if ♦˜q is decidable.
Proof. We first verify φ. If this is valid, we only need to verify ♦q or
♦˜q. Otherwise, we find n such that En(σ0) 2 φ, we only need to verify
En(σ0) 2 q.
Fact 6.7. For |Act| = 1, q ∈ AP and φ = ∨ti=1pi with pi ∈ AP , φU˜q is
decidable.
Proof. φU˜q iff φ and ♦˜q. The rest follows from Theorem 6.1 and Fact
6.4.
We observe the following, for general |Act| > 1.
Theorem 6.4. φUψ is decidable for φ = ∨ti=1pi and ψ = ∨sj=1pj .
Proof. φUψ iff φ and ♦ψ. Verification of φ and ♦ψ follows from
Theorem 6.1 and Theorem 6.3.
7 Discussion and Conclusion
In this paper, we introduce a quantum temporal logic for quantum con-
current programs. Our quantum temporal logic supports hierarchical spec-
ification and reasoning in a simple, natural way. By proving a quantum
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Bo¨hm-Jacopini theorem of deterministic quantum concurrent programs, we
provide a simple and new insight of quantum programs written in the widely
studied Q-While language. We study the decidability of basic QTL formulae
and solve the open question in [39].
We are fully aware of the fact that, in this paper, we have only touched
upon the topic of quantum temporal logic. There are several important
directions for future work. First, it is interesting to further develop the
decidability of hierarchical specification in quantum temporal logic. Sec-
ondly, we would like to introduce linear-time properties including fairness
and liveness into the quantum concurrent program model. A framework for
reasoning about the linear-time properties of concurrent unitary program is
given in [72].
Thirdly, we expect our quantum temporal logic will be useful in designing
quantum computing systems. We believe it is possible because our quantum
temporal logic describs a complex quantum system through a hierarchy of
levels of abstraction, starting from a high-level specification and ending with
implementation in some programming language.
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